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This invention relates to high-frequency sig 
naling Systems, and more - particularly to im 
provements in tunable oscillation systems or cou 
pling systems useful in such signaling systems. 
Conventional high-frequency signaling sys 

tems generally comprise two or more tunable 
systems, such as oscillation.or coupling systems, 
having adjustable tuning elements ganged to 
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gether for unicontrol operation, whereby the sys 
tems may be tuned over the same or different fre- . 
quency ranges. In the case of a superheterodyne 
wave-signal receiver, one Oscillation System is as 
sociated with a vacuum tube to form a local 
beat-frequency oscillator, the oscillation fre 
quency being maintained at a fixed frequency dif 
ference with respect to that of the other tunable 
systems, such as the signal-selector systems, of 
the réceiver. The adjustable tuning elements of 
such systems are usually variable capacitance ele 
ments. However, as pointed out in the copending 
application of Harold A. Wheeler and John F. 
Farrington, Serial No. 125,968, filed Feb. 16, 1937, 
certain definite advantages are attendant upon 
inductance tuning of the selector and oscillator 
frequency - determining circuits, particularly 
when it is desired to tune Over a wide range of 
frequencies. One of the important advantages 
concerns the resonance gain of such a system as 
determined by the anti-resonant impedance 
thereof, it being possible to maintain a maximum 
anti-resonant impedance and, as a Consequence, 
a higher resonance gain throughout the tuning 
range when inductance tuning is used. 
In the aforementioned copending application, 

the advantages of inductance tuning of the vari 
ous tunable circuits are realized by providing a 
tunable system including an inductance tuning 
unit of novel construction and arrangement. 
Briefly, the tuning unit comprises a winding and 
a nonmagnetic conductive shield relatively mov 
able with respect to each other into and Out of 
coupling relationship and so related in configura 
tion that there is procured the closest coupling 
therebetween consistent with the avoidance of 

is frictional contact and excessive capacitance. 
While this form of tuning unit is particularly 

desirable for the application specified, it gives 
rise to certain additional problems, particularly 
in the construction of an oscillation or coupling 
system having a satisfactory frequency-response 
characteristic. More specifically, difficulties arise 
in obtaining a transfer circuit between the input 
and output circuits of the system which will en 
sure an output voltage of substantially uniform 
amplitude at all frequencies within the tuning 

range. These difficulties arise primarily in ob 
taining satisfactory coupling between the trans 
fer circuit and the tunable frequency-determining 
circuit and, further, in compensating for the 
variations in the output voltage, particularly at 
one end of the tuning range, occasioned by varia 
tions in the anti-resonant impedance of the fre 
quency-determining circuit. 

It is an object of the present invention, there 
fore, to provide an oscillation system, tunable 
over a wide frequency range by variable induct 
ance means included in the frequency-determin 
ing circuit, which operates in a manner such that 
the frequency-response characteristic thereof is 

s 

approximately uniform- at all frequencies within 5 
the range. 
More specifically, it is an object of the inven 

tion to provide an oscillator including an oscil 
lation system of the above general arrangement 
in which the effective coupling between the energy 
transfer circuit and the frequency-determining 
circuit is independent of frequency and the char 
acteristics of the transfer circuit are such as to 
compensate for tendencies toward output voltage 
variations occasioned by variations, with fre 
quency, of the antiresonant impedance of the 
frequency-determining circuit. 
In brief, the above objects are attained in ac 

cordance with the present igvention by providing 
a tunable osciliation system comprising a pair of 
input terminals, a pair of output terminals, a fre 
quency-determining circuit connected to one of 
the pairs of terminals and including an adjustable 
inductance tuning unit, which may be of the 
type described briefly above and described in de 
tail and claimed in the copending application re 
ferred to above, and a transfer circuit inductively 
coupled to said frequency-determining circuit 
and connected to the other of said pairs of ter 
minals. In the preferred embodiment, the trans 
fer circuit is coupled to a fixed inductance ele 
ment, connected in parallel with the adjustable 
inductance tuning unit and, with suitable capaci 
tance means, forming the frequency-determining 
circuit. In Order to compensate for tendencies 
toward variations in Output voltage with varia 
tions of the antiresonant impedance of the fre 
quency-determining circuit, the transfer circuit 
is so proportioned that its responsiveness varies 
with frequency, at the affected end of the tuning 
range, in a sense to provide the desired com 
pensation. More particularly, this circuit is de 
signed to be resonant at a frequency in the vicin 
ity of, but above the upper limit of the tuning 
range, so that the tendency toward. a decrease in 
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2 
output voltage at the high-frequency end of the 
tuning range, normally resulting from Such vari 
ation in impedance is compensated for by the 
increased resonance gain in the transfer circuit. 

In a superheterodyne receiver, where it is nec 
essary to align one tunable circuit of the type 
described, as that of the local oscillator, to op 
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erate at a fixed frequency difference with respect 
to one or more additional circuits tunable by 
similar adjustable inductance elements over a 
wide tuning range, the fixed inductance element 
in parallel with the tuning unit may also con 
prise a part of the aligning means, simulating the 
function of the conventional series-padding con 
denser used in capacitance tuned circuits. 
The novel features believed to be characteristic 

of the invention are set forth with particularity 
in the appended claims. The invention itself, 
however, both as to its organization and method 
of operation, together with further objects and 
advantages thereof, will best be understood by 
reference to the specification taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawing, in which Fig. 1 
shows the application of the invention to a 
tunable coupling stage, while Fig. 2 illustrates 
the invention as applied to a local beat-frequency 
oscillator of a high-frequency signal-receiving 
system of the superheterodyne type. 

Referring now more particularly to the draw 
ing, Fig. 1 illustrates a tunable oscillation System 
embodying the invention utilized to couple an 
antenna circuit to the first vacuum tube amplifier 
of a high-frequency signal receiver, while Fig. 2 
is a circuit diagram, partly schematic, of a re 
ceiver of the superheterodyne type having em 
bodied therein a local oscillator constructed and 
arranged in accordance with the present inven 
tion. Referring particularly to Fig. 1 of the drawing, 
there is shown a tunable oscillation system com 
prising input terminals connected to an an 
tenna-ground circuit and output terminals 2 coul 
pled to the input circuit of a vacuum tube 8 
through a high-frequency by-pass condenser 9, 
the output circuit of the tube 8 being coupled 
to a signal-translating system, which may com 
prise a conventional radio receiver. The oscilla 
tion system comprises a frequency-determining 
circuit connected to the output terminals 2 and 
including an adjustable inductance element 5, 
which may be constructed and arranged in ac 
cordance with the invention of the aforesaid co 
pending application, connected in parallel with a 
fixed inductance element and a condenser 6, 
shown as a fixed condenser though in some cases 
it may also be variable. There is also provided 
a transfer circuit connected to the input ter 
minals f and comprising an inductance element 
3 coupled to the fixed inductance element of 
the frequency-determining circuit and having a 
condenser 4 connected in parallel therewith to 
tune the transfer circuit outside of, preferably 
above, the tuning range of the system. As in 
dicated, a source of control bias may be Connected 
to the grid of the tube 8 to control its amplifica 
tion in a conventional manner. 
The advantages of using an adjustable in 

ductance unit to tune a tunable system over a 
wide frequency range have been pointed out above. 
However, as was noted above, when this form of 
tuning is employed, certain difficulties, pertain 
ing particularly to the coupling of the transfer 
circuit to the frequency-determining circuit and 
the variation in voltage across the latter circuit 
Occasioned by variation in its antiresonant im 

2,188,468 
cedance, Emust be overce2Fae if the Systern is to 
have a fairly uniform outp: voltage over the 
entire tuning range. 
these difficulties, the impracticaoility of attempt 
ing to couple the iraductanice element 3 to the 
adjustable inductance element 5 ºto secure cou 
pling therebetween, independent of any adjust 
ment of the atter element, is readily apparent. 

In accordance with the present invention, cou 
pling between the transfer circuit 3, 4 and the 
frequency-determining circuit 5, 6, which is 
independent of frequency and the adjustment of 
the inductance element 5 is obtained by connect 
ing the fixed inductance element in parallel 
With the other elements of the frequency-deter 
mining circuit and inductively coupling thereto 
the element 3 included in the transfer circuit, 
thus forming, in effect, a transformer. As is well 
known, the voltage transformation ratio of this 
form of transformer is independent of frequency 

x regard to the first of 
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so that the ratio of the voltage induced across the 
element 3 to that across the circuit 3, S, is in 
dependent of frequency and it may be said that 
the effective coupling between the transfer cir 
cuit and the frequency-determining circuit is ap 
proximately constant pver the tining range. 

It is known that the losses in such a tunable 
system are such that the antiresonant impedance 
of the resonant circuit tends to decrease With 
increasing frequency, so that, the Voltage acroSS 
the system tends to decrease with increasing fre 
quency. In conventional arrangements this ef 
fect is too small appreciably to reduce the Voltage 
across the frequency-determining circuit. With 
the arrangement shown, however, the decrease 
in antiresonant impedance with frequency is ex 
aggerated by the adjustment of the inductance 
thereof to increase the frequency of the system. 
As a result, the decrease in voltage across the out 
put of the tunable system at the high-frequency 
end of the tuning range becomes very consid 
erable. 

In accordance with the present invention, the 
problem outlined above is overcome by tuning 
the transfer circuit comprising the inductance 
element 3 and condenser to resonance at a 
frequency in the vicinity of, but above, the upper 
imit of the tuning range. As a result, the in 
crease in the resonance gain of the transfer cir 
cuit compensates for the tendency of the voltage 
across the output circuit of the tunable system 
to decrease as the systern is turned to frequencies 
approaching the upper ini of the tuning range. 
in other words, the increase in resonance gain 
with frequency effectively increases the trans- : 
formation ratio between the voltage across the 
inductance element and the voltage applied to 
the input terminals , so that the output voltage 
at the terminals 2 is rendered more nearly uni 
form throughout the tuning range. 

Referring now to Fig. 2 of the drawing, there. 
is shown a complete Superheterodyne receiver 
having the present invention embodied in the 
oscillation system of the local beat-frequency 
oscillator. While the receiver shown is described 
more particularly with reference to its use in 
the reception of Sound signal-modulated car 
riers, it will be understood that it may be used 
for the reception of television signal-modulated 
carriers by modification of conventional elements 
thereof. Briefly described, the receiver comprises 
a tunable radio-frequency amplifier 0 having 
its input circuit coupled to an antenna-ground 
circuit and its output circuit coupled to the 
input circuit of a tunable frequency changer 
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2,105,468 
or modulator 2. The radio-frequency ampli 
fier O and the frequency changer 2 are entirely 
conventional in form with the exception that 
the tunable circuits thereof include adjustable 
inductance tuning units as the variable react 
ance element thereof. Coupled in cascade with 
the frequency changer 2, in the Order named, 
are an intermediate-frequency amplifier f3, a 

() 
detector and source of automatic amplification 
control bias 4, a signal-frequency amplifier S, 
and a translating device S indicated as a sound 
reproducer. 
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Also coupled to the input circuit of the fre 
quency changer 2, by means comprising a con 
denser T, is a local beat-frequency oscillator 
constructed and arranged in accordance with the 
present invention and indicated generally at C. 
This oscillator comprises a shielded vacuum tube 

- 20, preferably, a pentode, having its input and 
output electrodes coupled to a tunable system 
2 connected to terminals 2, corresponding to 
the terminals 2 of Fig. 1, though in this case 
they are connected as input terminals, being 
connected to the output electrodes of the tube 
20. Preferably, the tube 20 is of a type having 
minimum inherent capacitance between its elec 
trodes and lead-in wires. As indicated, adjust 
ment of the resonant frequency of the system 
2 over the desired tuning range is accomplished 
by varying the inductance of an adjustable in 
ductance 22, which may be constructed and ar 
ranged in accordance with the invention dis 
closed in the aforesaid application, connected 
in parallel with a fixed inductance element 2 
and fixed capacitance means 24. The capaci 
tance means 24 may comprise only the output 
capacitance of the tube 20 and the stray lead 
capacitances, all effectively in series with the 
direct current blocking condenser 25. The en 
ergy transfer circuit coupled between the input 
electrodes of the tube 20 and the frequency 
determining circuit 2 comprises essentially the 
inductance element 2 coupled to the inductance 
element 23 and the capacitance 30 consisting of 
the grid-cathode capacitance of the tube 20 and 
stray lead capacitance. There is also connected 
in this circuit a grid-leak resistor 2 which is 
shunted by a high-frequency bypass condenser 
28. The transfer circuit is connected between 
the terminals , corresponding to the terminals 
of Fig. 1, but in this case effectively constitut 

ing output terminals of the oscillation system. 
Additional features of the circuit include the 

complete shielding of the elements of the oscil 
lator 8, as indicated by the dashed line 9; the 
application of operating voltages of appropriate 
value to the screen and anode electrodes of the 
oscillator tube through the --B terminal and 
appropriate voltage dropping resistors; the con 
nection of the tuning units of the several tun 
able circuits included in the amplifier 10, the 
frequency changer 2, and the Oscillator 8 for 
unicontrol adjustment, as indicated by the dotted 
line U; and the provision of an automatic ampli 
fication control circuit including the tonnection 
29 for deriving from the detector f4 a bias volt 
age variable with the signal-carrier amplitude 
and applying the same negatively to the input 
electrodes of one or more of the tubes included 
in the radio-frequency amplifier to and the in 
termediate-frequency amplifier 8 to maintain 
the signal ontput within a narrow range for 
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a wide range of signal-input amplitudes. 
The receiver, as generally described above, is 

of the conventional superheterodyne type, the 

operation of which is well understood in the 
art. Briefly, a desired signal-modulated carrier 
intercepted by the antenna circuit i? is selected 
and amplified in the radio-frequency amplifier 
l0, is further selected and converted into a modu 
lated intermediate-frequency signal in the modu 
lator or frequency changer 2, is further selected 
and amplified by the intermediate-frequency am 
plifier 8, and is supplied to the detector f4 for 
rectification. The modulation-frequency com 
ponents are derived by the detector f4 and are 
amplified in the signal-frequency amplifier 5 
and supplied to the translating device for re 

I production. The amplitude of the input voltage 
to the detector f4 is maintained within narrow 
limits through the action of the automatic am 
plification control circuit in the manner well un 
derstood in the art. 
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As in the arrangement of Fig. 1, by couipling 
the inductance element 26 of the transfer circuit 
to the fixed inductance element 23 of the fre 
quency-determining circuit there is procured an 
effective coupling to the oscillation circuit, tun 
able by an adjustable inductance element, which 
is substantially constant over the tuning range 
of the system, while, by tuning the transfer cir 
cutt 26, 30 above the upper limit of the tuning 
range, variations in the antiresonant impedance 
of the frequency-determining circuit 2 are ap 
proximately compensated, thereby imparting an 
approximately uniform output voltage character 
istic to the oscillator 8 throughout its tuning 
range. 
As mentioned above, an additional feature of 

the invention concerns the use of the inductance 
element 23 as a portion of the aligning means for 
maintaining frequency alignment between the 
frequency-determining circuit 2 of the oscil 
lator 8 and the tunable systems embodied in the 
amplifier O and the frequency changer 2. 
Thus, the tunable input circuit of the amplifier 
O and the frequency-determining circuit 2 

comprise a pair of circuits tunable to different 
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frequencies and over different frequency ranges, 
and it is conventional practice to align these cir 
cuits so that the frequency difference thereof 
is maintained approximately constant over their 

This is usually acCOm respective tuning ranges. 
plished in conventional arrangements emplpying 
variable capacitance tuning by using series- and 
parallel-padding condensers in one or more of 
the circuits. In an arrangement of the form de 
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scribed, however, wherein inductance tuning is 
employed, alignment may be secured by adjust 
ing the inductances of the circuits. The induc 
tance element 23 may conveniently be used for 
this purpose by properly proportioning the in 
ductance thereof relative to the inductance of 
the tunable circuits with which the circuit 2 is 
to be aligned and constructing the element so 
that its inductance may be adjusted within suf 
ficiently wide limits to permit alignment of this 

55 

circuit with the other circuits. In the arrange 
ment described, also the parallel capacitance is 
preferably given a value different than that of 
the other tunable circuits with which the oscil 
lator is to be aligned, by analogy to the use of the 
inductance elements of different inductance 
value in conventional variable capacitance tun 
ing arrangements. 
While it will be understood that the circuit 

specifications of the oscillator 8 may vary ac 
cording to the design of any particular applica 
tion, the following circuit specifications for an 
oscillator employed for the application described 
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4. 
are included, by way of example only, using an 
acorn tube of the 954 type: 
Radio-frequency tuning range-------- 58-100 megacycles. 
Condenser 25- - - - - -------------------- .002 Imicrofarad. 
Condenser 24 (total effective shunt 7 micro-microfarads. 
capacitance of the circuit 2). 

Condenser 28------------ 
Condenser S0------------ 
Resistor 27---- 
Winding 22--------------------------- 

75 micro-microfarads. 
3 micro-microfarads. 
i 0,000 ohms. 
7 turns No. 26 D. S. C. single 

layer close wound on a 
cylindrical form 1532 inch 
diameter over a comminu 
ted iron core. Maximum 
inductance 1.4 microhen 
ries. 

16turns No. 26 D. S. C. single 
layer close wound on 5 
inch Bakelite rod. Induct 
ance 3.8 microhenries. 

234 turns No. 26 D. S. C. 
single layer close wound on 
the same Bakelite rod as 

Inductance element 23---------------- 

inductance element 26---------------- 

inductance element 23 with 
the adjacent low potential 
ends of the two elements 
spaced one turn apart. 

The shield for varying the inductance of the 
element 22 comprises a brass member having a 
conically shaped inner surface relatively movable 
in telescoping relationship to the turns of this 
element. 
While there have been described what are at 

present considered to be the preferred embodi 
ments of the invention, it will be understood that 
various changes and modifications may be made 
therein without departing from the invention, 
and it is contemplated in the appended claims to 
cover ali such changes and modifications as fall 
within the true Spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is 
1. A tunable coupling system comprising a pair 

of input terminals, a pair of Output terminals, a 
frequency-determining circuit connected to one 
of said pairs of terminals including a pair of in 
ductance elements and fixed capacitance means, 
all effectively in parallel, one of said inductance 
elements being adjustable to vary the frequency 
of Said circuit continuously over a wide range, 
and a transfer circuit connected to the other of 
said pairs of terminals and including a third in 
ductance element coupled to the other of said 
pair of inductance elements. 

2. A tunable coupling System comprising a pair 
of input terminals, a pair of output terminals, 
a frequency-determining circuit connected to one 
of said pairs of terminals including a pair of in 
ductance elements and fixed capacitance means, 
all effectively in parallel, one of said inductance 
elements being adjustable to vary the frequency 
of said circuit continuously over a wide range, 
and a transfer circuit connected to the other 
of said pairs of terminals and including a third . 
inductance element coupled to the other of said 
pair of inductance elements, said transfer circuit 
being resonant at a fixed frequency outside of 
said frequency range. 

3. A tunable coupling system comprising a pair 
of input terminals, a pair of output terminals, a 
frequency-determining circuit connected to one 
of said pairs of terminals including a pair of 
inductance elements and fixed capacitance 
means, all effectively in parallel, one of said in 
ductance elements being adustable to vary the 
frequency of said circuit continuously over a wide 
range, and a transfer circuit connected to the 
other of said pairs of terminals and including 
a third inductance element coupled to the other 
of said pair of inductance elements, and capaci 
tance effective tO tume Said third inductance elle 
ment to a frequency in the vicinity of the high 
est frequency of said range. 

4. An oscillator comprising a vacuum tube 

including input and output electrodes, a fre 
quency-determining circuit coupled to one of Said 
electrodes, said circuit including parallel-con 
nected fixed capacitance means and at least One 
inductance element adjustable to vary the fre 
quency of said circuit continuously over a wide 
range, said frequency variations incidentally 
varying the parallel impedance of said circuit to 
an extent Sufficient to vary the voltage across 
said circuit as the frequency of said circuit ap 
proaches one end of Said range, and an energy 
transfer circuit coupled between the other of said 
electrodes and said frequency-determining cir 
cuit, the reactive constants of said transfer cir 
cuit being so proportioned that the responsive 
ness thereof varies with frequency at said one 
end of said range in a sense to compensate for 
the effect of said variation in voltage, thereby 
to render the output voltage of said oscillator 
more nearly uniform throughout said range. 

5. An OScillator comprising a vacuum tube in 
cluding input and output electrodes, a frequency 
determining circuit coupled to one of said elec 
trodes, said circuit including parallel-connected 
fixed capacitance aeans and at least one induct 
tance element adjustable to vary the frequency 
of Said circuit continuously over a wide range, 
said frequency variations incidentally varying 
the parallel impedance of said circuit in a sense 
to decrease the voltage across said circuit as the 
frequency of said circuit approaches the high 
frequency end of said range, and an energy 
transfer circuit coupled between the other of 
Said electrodes and said frequency-determining 
circuit, the reactive constants of said transfer 
circuit being so proportioned that the respon 
siveness thereof increases as the frequency of 
Said frequency-determining circuit approaches 
the high-frequency end of said range, thereby 
to render the output voltage of said oscillator 
more nearly uniform throughout said range. 

6. An Oscillator comprising a vacuum tube in 
cluding input and output electrodes, a frequency 
determining circuit coupled to said output elec 
trodes, said circuit including parallel-connected 
fixed capacitance means and at least one in 
ductance element adjustable to vary the fre 
quency of Said circuit continuously over a wide 
range, said frequency variations incidentally 
varying the losses in said circuit in a sense to 
decrease, the voltage across said circuit as the 
frequency of said circuit approaches, the high 
frequency end of said range, and an energy 
transfer circuit coupled between said input elec 
trodes and said frequency-determining circuit, 
the reactive constants of said transfer circuit be 
ing so proportioned that the responsiveness 
thereof increases as the frequency of said fre 
quency-determining circuit approaches the high 
frequency end of said range, thereby to render 
the output voltage of said oscillator more nearly 
uniform throughout said range. 

7. An oscillator comprising a vacuum tube in 
cluding input and output electrodes, a frequency 
determining circuit coupled to one of said elec 
trodes, said circuit including a pair of fixed 
inductance elements and capacitance means all 
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efectively in paralel, one of said inductance ele 
ments being adjustable to vary the frequency 
of Said circuit continuously over a wide range, 
and an energy transfer circuit coupled to the 
other of Said electrodes and including a third 
inductance element coupled to the other of said 
pair of inductance elements. 

8. An oscillator comprising a vacuum tube in 
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9,165,468 , 
cluding input and output electrodes, a frequency 
determining circuit coupled to one of said elec 
trodes, said circuit including a pair of fixed in 
ductance elements and capacitance means all 
effectively in parallel, one of said inductance elle 
ments being adustable to vary the frequency of 
said circuit continuously over a wide range, and 
energy transfer means coupled to the other of 
said electrodes and including a third inductance 
element coupled to the other of said pair of in 
ductance elements to provide an effective coul 
pling between said frequency-determining cir 
cuit and said energy transfer means which is in 
dependent of the frequency of said circuit. 

9. An oscillator comprising a vacuum tube in 
cluding input and output electrodes, a frequency 
determining circuit coupled to one of said elec 
trodes, said circuit including a pair of inductance 
elements and fixed capacitance means all effec 
tively in parallel, one of said inductance elements 
being adjustable to vary the frequency of said 
circuit continuously over a wide range, and an 
energy transfer circuit coupled to the other of 
said electrodes and including a third inductance 
element coupled to the other of said pair of in 
ductance elements and fixed capacitance, said 
energy transfer circuit being resonant at a fre 
quency above the highest frequency of said range. 

10. An oscillator comprising a vacuum tube in 
cluding input and output electrodes, a frequency 
determining circuit coupled to one of said elec 
trodes, said circuit including a pair of inductance 
elements and substantially fixed capacitance 
means all effectively, in parallel, one of said in 
ductance elements being adjustable to vary the 
frequency of said circuit continuously over a wide 
range, said frequency variations incidentally 
varying the parallel impedance of said circuit in 
a sense to decrease the voltage across said circuit 
as the frequency of said circuit approaches the 
high-frequency end of said range, and an energy 
transfer circuit coupled to the other of said elec 
trodes and comprising a third inductance element 
inductively coupled to the other inductance ele 
ment of said pair and being resonant at a fre 
quency above the high-frequency end of said 
range, the increased responsiveness thereof tend 
ing to compensate for the effect of said variation 
in impedance of said frequency-determining cir 
cuit, whereby the output voltage of said oscillator 
is rendered more nearly uniform throughout said 
range. 

5 
11. An oscillator comprising a vacuum tube in 

cluding an input electrode, an output electrode, 
and a cathode, a frequency-determining circuit 
coupled to said cathode and said output electrode, 
said circuit including a pair of inductance elle 
ments and substantially fixed capacitance means 
all effectively in parallel, one of said inductance 
elements being adjustable to vary the frequency 
of said circuit continuously over a wide range, 
said frequency variations incidentally varying the 
losses in said circuit in a sense to decrease the 
voltage across said circuit as the frequency of 
said circuit approaches the high-frequency end 
of said range, and an energy transfer circuit 
coupled to said cathode and said input electrode 
and including a third inductance element induc 
tively coupled to the other of said pair of in 
ductance elements and being resonant at a fre 
quency above the high-frequency end of said 
range, the increased responsiveness thereof tend 
ing to compensate for the effect of said variation 
in losses, whereby the output voltage of said oscil 
lator is rendered more nearly uniform throughout 
said range. 

12. An oscillator comprising a vacuum tube in 
cluding input and output electrodes, a frequency. 
determining circuit coupled to said output elec 
trodes, said circuit including at least one induct 
ance element and substantially fixed capacitance 
means Connected in parallel, said capacitance 
means comprising Only the output capacitance of 
said tube and the stray capacitances of said cir 
cuit elements and connections, said inductance 
element being adjustable to vary the frequency. 
of said circuit continuously over a wide range, 
said frequency variations incidentally varying the 
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parallel impedance of said circuit to an extent 
suficient to vary the voltage across said circuit 
as the frequency of said circuit approaches one 
end of said range, and an energy transfer circuit 
coupled between said input electrodes and said 
frequency-determining circuit, the reactive con 
stants of said transfer circuit being so propor 
tioned that the responsiveness thereof varies with 
frequency at said one end of said range in a sense 
to compensate for the effect of said variation in 
said parallel impedance, thereby to render the 
output voltage of said oscillator more nearly uni 
form throughout said range. 

JOHN F. FARRINGTON. 
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